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Serving the people of Cumbria

Background

• Flood & Coastal Resilience Innovation Programme
– Defra funding of £150M across 25 areas
– 6 year programme (April 2021 – March 2027)
– Cumbria project is one of the 25 projects of approximately
£6M each (£6.5M for Cumbria)
– Project to help communities to be more resilient to effects of
flooding and climate change
– Programme will learn from doing
– To inform future approaches in flood and coastal risk
management
– Aiming for Submission of Outline Business Case in February
2022
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Where in Cumbria are we working

• 5 groups of
Communities

– Grasmere (and by extension
Rydal communities)
– Crummock and Lorton (and
by extension Cockermouth
communities)
– Appleby , including Warcop
(and by extension Carlisle
Communities)
– Stockdalewath including
Greystoke (and by extension
Carlisle communities)
– Staveley (and Kentmere
communities)
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Areas of Innovation for Cumbria
• 3 main areas
1. Community Resilience
•
•

•
•

Exploring best practice (Keswick, Appleby)
Enhancing the best practice to share and
support other communities to build strong and
collaborative relationships
Measures will include planning, preparation
and warning
Engagement with communities to begin with
letter drops followed by public meetings (covid
dependant)
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Areas of Innovation for Cumbria
2. Natural Flood Management (NFM)
• Subsoiling, woody dams, tree planning, krested hedges
etc
• Using an enhancement of Natural England's Catchment
Sensitive Farming Officer (CSFO) role to collaborated
with farmers and landowners
• Also interaction between CSFO and Communities
• Using learning from NERC funded Q-NFM programme to
focus on most beneficial areas
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Areas of Innovation for Cumbria
3. Blended Finance
– Exploring new ways of financing flood
alleviation and resilience measures
– Environment Land Management Scheme
(ELMs), Landscape Enterprise Networks,
Risk Management Authorities and any
other appropriate funding
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What we hope to achieve in the 6 years
1.
Developed an evidence-based case for change.
Examining how we work together collaboratively and provide
support for communities to build their resilience to flooding, future
climate change and other emergencies.
2.
Analysed different NFM projects in varying topography and
communities, supported by academia to enable improvement and
adaptation of NFM techniques.
3.
Developed a toolkit, detailing best practice gained from the
collaboration with communities within this project for both
community resilience and NFM techniques
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Areas we require assistance
• Knowledge of projects or programmes in
the selected areas
• Knowledge of any match / blended
funding
• Any other knowledge or assistance that
may be useful for the programme
• Anywhere else you can help?
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Contact Details
• Helen Renyard
• 07919 565 224 (WhatsApp only due to
home working)
• helen.renyard@cumbria.gov.uk
• Website page to be developed
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High Ecological Status target for the River Irt, Cumbria
•

The Environment Agency is developing a proposal to set an objective of High for several ecological status elements
for the River Irt, Cumbria; home to an important population of freshwater pearl mussels (FWPM).

•

This is part of wider ambitions to use the River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) to identify measures, set new
water body objectives, drive forward partnership working and secure investment to benefit priority species.

•

FWPM require consistently high water quality standards and a high degree of naturalness in terms of habitat
functioning; these factors being critical for the survival of juvenile mussels in particular. This proposal includes 3 river
water bodies (Irt d/s Bleng, Irt u/s Bleng and River Bleng) and 1 lake water body (Wastwater, an oligotrophic lake) - all
ideal candidates for this proposal because they are already achieving GES with many elements already achieving
High ecological status.

High Ecological Status target for the River Irt, Cumbria
•

Setting an objective of High for elements that will drive improvements to benefit FWPM in the
RBMPs will create a legally binding objective. This will signal the importance of the
catchment, make it eligible for certain types of funding (e.g. WEIF funding), and if necessary,
enable us to use more of our regulatory tools to secure compliance.

•

We have identified measures likely to be required to elevate the required elements to High
and are developing a project plan, which we hope will be delivered in partnership with others.

•

The proposed objectives will be included in the consultation on the draft update to the North
West River Basin Management Plan. Following consideration of consultation responses and
ongoing engagement work, we will submit our final proposals to the Secretary of State for
their consideration, and if content, approval.
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High Ecological Status target for the River Irt, Cumbria
Additional points:
• Why the Irt?
• Why this special target? What will it mean?
• What about the Chemical status?
• Timescale?
• Funding?
• What does it mean for the Catchment Partnership?
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Link for further information
NDA: working with our communities

How do we consider our approach to socio-economics?
The Energy Act (2004) gave the NDA a socio-economic role,
recognising the importance of delivering the
decommissioning programme in a socially responsible way.
•

We consider the impact of decommissioning on our sites through
considering:

•

What are the opportunities decommissioning creates and how do you
maximise benefits for local communities?

•

What are the negative impact of decommissioning and how do you
mitigate against these?

•

Degree of dependency and what new opportunities do you need to
create as decommissioning reduces?

The levers we have for socio-economic impact
• Well established grant programme (~£15m per year)
• Targeted at supporting local economic, environmental and social
regeneration
• Supports diversification of local economy (eg green energy, tourism,
manufacturing)
• Aligned with levelling up agenda and taking an active role as responsible
employer with declining workforce

The NDA’s
“business as
usual”
activities have
considerable
positive
socio-economic • Social value and wider considerations in business decisions
• Alignment with government priorities (incl Social Value Act) – for example
impact, but we
‘net zero’
have means to
• Reuse of land and other assets
increase this:
• Skills/employment link to wider nuclear agenda
• R&D&I – applied research with export potential in Cumbria, Northern
Scotland and other locations
• Moving activity off our sites to increase productivity also unlocks other
opportunities

Socio-economic funding principles
Resilient economies - NDA and businesses enable and support the conditions for
local wealth building, inclusive growth in local economic output, improved productivity
and significant growth in key economic subsectors
Thriving communities - Resources, investment programmes and interventions are
targeted to activities that provide the largest social impact and improve the financial
sustainability of community organisations
Sustainable Incomes - Access and aspirations to work improve through a
programme of high impact education, skills, personal development and employability
support activities
Sustainable growth - in a changing climate, reflecting the increasing importance of
the climate agenda and trying to achieve economic, social and competitive advantage
for our nuclear communities by integrating it early into our day-to-day activities and
our socio-economic interventions.

Our Principles for Grant Funding
• Local - Our projects need to reflect local priorities. This means we need to work in
partnership with local organisations.
• Evidence - Decisions need to be made on the basis of clear evidence of need or
opportunity and also evidence that projects can be delivered. We need to work
with partners to help develop good quality projects, helping them access our
expertise and knowledge.
• Governance - Our budgets are funded by the taxpayer, so we need to maintain
robust governance systems.
• Outcomes - Our focus is on making a long-lasting positive social, economic or
environmental benefit. Our resources will be allocated on the basis of clear
expected outcomes that reflect need/opportunity. Actual performance against
targets will need to be robustly monitored and reported upon.

Examples
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Menter Môn Morlais West Anglesey Demonstration Zone - NDA funding
supports development of tidal energy demonstration plans.
Copeland Hidden Coast - Improving the physical infrastructure and growth in
the tourism sector - to create a route for walking / cycling along the coast
from Whitehaven to Silecroft. Lots of path improvements already made but
covid delayed the cyclepath until early 2022.
The Edge is a coastal activity centre to be built on Whitehaven Harbour.
Range of uses including accommodation, retail units. Build 21-22. Plan is to
attract visitors to the West Coast whilst also a facility for the locals to improve
health and wellbeing using the West Coast.
STEM Gogledd - increase the take up of and attainment in STEM subjects
amongst 11-19 year olds in North West Wales. The project will develop a
bespoke STEM Hub.
Envision – 3 year Community Apprenticeship for disadvantaged young
people. 120 students each year and create mentoring opportunities for
businesses in the Bristol area, to the benefit of 10 local charities each year.
Sea Bins - Following a pilot project which saw 1 seabin in the harbour, an
additional 6 seabins have been installed to remove floating rubbish, micro
plastics and oils from the water. This is delivered by a local youth group as an
additional educational package working with young people in schools to help
understand the damage to the environment caused by the pollution.
West Cumbria Rivers Trust - The People on the Keekle project delivers
community engagement and habitat improvements on the lower reaches of
the River Keekle and Longlands Lake in Cleator. The habitat works include
eradication of non native species, reducing corrosion, improving fish and
other wildlife habitats.

Socio-economic Online Application Process
The NDA’s Grant Management System went live in July 2020.
To simplify the process, we have set up an online application form.

The online form has 3 categories to choose from, depending on the grant type.
o Large projects – over £200,000
o Medium projects –between £10,001 and £200,000
o Small, also called good neighbour, projects – up to £10,000
The form can be accessed via this link https://nda.tfaforms.net/16

For more information including guidance on making an application, please visit the
NDA’s Socio-economic webpage NDA: working with our communities - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

Thank you for listening

WEIF and the Medium Term Plan
The objectives of the Water Environment Investment Fund are:
• To contribute to achieving statutory water body objectives, focusing on River Basin
Management Plan (RBMP) measures without an owner
• To increase stakeholder engagement to ensure local needs and priorities for water
natural capital are met
• To increase natural carbon storage and enable the water environment and water
dependent wildlife to adapt and become more resilient to climate change impacts
• To protect and restore habitat conditions for at-risk priority water dependant species
• Maximise cost beneficial investment and secure wider economic, social and
commercial benefits through improvements to natural capital
Through this fund the Environment Agency is looking to adopt a partnership first,
catchment approach, focusing on local communities, partner needs and looking for cobenefits.
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WEIF and the Medium Term Plan
• The WEIF is an annually funded programme.
• The Environment Agency plan and secures longer term funding for WEIF
through the Medium Term Plan (MTP).
• The MTP is an important document. It provides a 6 year rolling list of proposed
projects and investment needs, with their costs and outcomes, to deliver the
catchment priorities and ambitions. It provides both a ready list of projects, for
the year ahead and a source of information to bid for more funding (via a
Spending Review bid) by showcasing our shared ambition for the
environment.
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WEIF and the Medium Term Plan

What the funding should be used for?
• Delivery of the 25 Year Environment Plan (25YEP) with a
specific focus on delivering clean and plentiful water
outcomes.
• Water Framework Directive (WFD) outcomes.
• Delivery of projects to better connect and improve the status of
priority water dependent habitats and species.
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WEIF and the Medium Term Plan

• Reminder if you have any projects to complete the project
mandate and get them onto the MTP.
• Deadline for next year’s funding is now – still time to get
projects in.
• Important to put future projects on soon so that the
Government can gauge our funding requirements. Also the
potential of underspend.
• Send out more info if people have potential projects.
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